
Anna Ulik’s Sister Vera Ulik 

My younger sister Vera Ulik. The photo was made in 1935 in Kiev.

My sister, Vera Iosifovna Ulik, was born in 1928 in Kiev, on January 30. The best memories I have in
this life are always related to my sister and to my father. These two people became symbols for the
rest of my life. Vera was a unique person, a very talented girl. I remember one situation when a
teacher came to teach her violin. She did not want to have that particular lesson and she acted as
if she passed out. When I looked at her, I thought I was losing my sister, and that's when I realized
what a talented sister I have.

After school my sister entered the Theater Institute of Kiev and graduated from it with honors. The
chief director of the Lesya Ukrainka Theater, honored actor of USSR Professor Khokhlov and the
then director of the theater Gontar asked the Arts Committee of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic to
send three graduates to them. I remember that two graduates were admitted immediately - Yury
Shevchuk and Boris Kashirin. But my sister was not. We certainly understood why: because of her
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nationality. Nevertheless, Khokhlov, on his own initiative, made it so that she was taken as an
actress to the Russian Drama Theater. But some time later pressure was put on the directorate and
on my sister to quit her work there. It was prior to their tour to Moscow. My mother heard from a
high-ranking official that at one meeting it was said that my sister has a "wrong nose". I remember
this phrase all my life.

My sister returned to Moscow from Leningrad because of her husband, a famous musician and
teacher. She worked at the Moscow Jewish theater until she was invited to Rozovsky, to the
Nikitsky Gates Theater, there it and worked before the end its short life's. My sister died on August
28, 1995.
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